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Welcome to August and Back to School 

Hi this is Anthony Diaz, and guess what time of year it is? That's right it's back to school time.  

Although, I like to call it back to normal time. Having kids home all summer, getting them ready 

for graduation, getting them ready to go to school for the first time or getting them ready for  

college can be time consuming and stressful. If you happen to be a caregiver, it can add more 

stress to your life; however, I have a few suggestions that I want to offer you today.  One, don't 

stress and don't sweat the small things. All the various tasks and chores will get taken care of no 

matter how stressful it is.  

Two, delegate, I'm a firm believer in delegation. When we delegate it means we're trusting somebody else to assist and help us 

with the needs of others. Delegation is good because it teaches us skills about how to prioritize where we really need to put 

our attention, and it teaches and gives others the opportunity and responsibility to put their skills to work by aiding you. 

Three, my favorite saying sometimes is “just do it.” Get the things done take care of what you have to and just do it.  

Sometimes stress can be an option so remember as we get ready to go back to school it doesn't have to be stressful utilize the 

tools you have and remember keep your calm. 

I hope you enjoy this edition of our newsletter we have Beth Fuller as a guest writer along with our regulars Tyler Woods and 

Zach Saber. We are always looking for interesting and informative topics to include here, so if you are an advertiser and would 

like to write an article or two, or even simply a reader with good ideas to highlight, please contact me or Leslie Ford at her 

email address listed below. Also I would like to remind you to contact me or Leslie if you want to place an ad. This newsletter is 

eager to see what YOU all have to offer.  





It is a big emotional deal getting the kids ready to go back to school and change routine. Back to school isn’t difficult just for  
students one has to consider the parents and caretakers. You see, getting everyone dressed, fed, and out the door on time may 
create tension on a daily basis and can create a change in routine for caregivers. That is because the sandwich generation of 
caregivers are more likely than other adults to say they always feel rushed, even when doing the things they have to do. It can 
be a stressful period in life. 

This stress can be heightened right before children go back to school as schedules change. There is a great deal of stress that is 
happening. So what can you do? See if any of these tips will help everyone remain happy and healthy. 

First and foremost, ask for help. Doing everything by yourself can be overwhelming. In fact, this approach is a quick way to  
experience caregiver burnout. It is fully acceptable to ask for help from family, friends, neighbors and colleagues. Start the  
conversation by clearly communicating your needs and outlining how assistance will help you and your family. 

Next, why not try partnering with other parents. That's right! If you know you’ll need to stop by mom or dad’s house to check on 
them after work, set up an agreement with the other parents in your child’s class or on their sports teams to alternate days  
driving home or to practice. On the days when it’s your turn to drive the kids, ask a family member to check on mom or dad. 

Another thing you can do is try to open up to your employer. Many companies already have policies that support caregiving  
employees, and it is never too late to find out what those are. Then, the best approach is to have continued open  
communication with your supervisor about your role and accommodations that could help you continue to perform at your  
current level, especially during the busy back to school time. 

How about trying to share responsibilities around the house. For women especially, there is a feeling of needing to “do it all,” 
but it’s important to have others pitch in. You can keep everyone on track by staying organized. It can be as simple as taking a 
few minutes to jot down tasks that must be regularly done on a chalkboard and then adding in specific tasks for each week on 
Sunday. Write the family member’s name responsible for each task, set expectations about performance and provide rewards 
when they do a great job. 

Last but certainly not least, integrate the generations. Did you know that spending time with children can help improve feelings 

of loneliness and boredom that many seniors often feel, increase their activity level and eat healthier? Depending on your 

parent’s condition and activity level, having your children do activities such as reading or homework with mom or dad while you 

manage other tasks can be beneficial in managing the amount of time each group needs you every day.  

Stress, Caregiving, and Back to School 
Tyler Woods, 
I was sitting at a hair salon the other day and it was packed. I 
asked the young lady what was going on? She said, "Back to 
school haircuts." Her face looked weary and frustrated. As I 
looked around the waiting room, I could see the faces of  
parents, grandparents looking a bit worn and tattered and 
listened to them talk about how excited they are that it is 
back to school this coming week. 





Kids have so many activities available to them. Sports, dance, music, academics, etc. We don’t want them to miss out on any 

opportunity. 

Families try to include older relatives in traditional activities and get-togethers. There’s a lot of fun and excitement at family 

birthday parties, Christmas, Thanksgiving, etc.  We don’t want anyone to be left out and our holidays wouldn’t seem the same 

without everyone there. 

We want the best medical care for ourselves and our loved ones. There may be several doctors, each ordering treatments, 

tests and follow up appointments. Keeping up with it all, for yourself and those you care for, can be complicated and  

exhausting. Some people may end up skipping treatments and be embarrassed to tell their doctors. 

In each example, less may be more. When we try to do it all, the quality of life may suffer for the caregiver and the person  

receiving care.  It may be helpful to look at the bigger picture and consider your options. It’s important in each case to know 

what the priorities are for overall quality of life and what is realistic.  (Your medical provider should be involved in helping  

decide how to proceed with medical care.) 

Kids and their families might enjoy it more if they participated in one or two of their favorite activities, and had some down 

time, instead of trying to do it all on a rushed schedule.  

An older adult with decreased stamina, a risk of falling, or dementia, may benefit more from a short visit or a meal with just 

few people instead of trying to navigate an all-day get together with a crowd of people in an unfamiliar setting.  

If you are feeling overwhelmed by the number of medical appointments, or the treatments prescribed, talk with your doctors. 

They may be able to adjust your treatment plan, so you get the necessary medical care, but on a more realistic and maybe a 

less complicated schedule. If you’re not able to follow through with a treatment that’s been ordered, it’s important to tell the 

doctor so they can explain the risks and explore other options. It’s important not to skip or alter any treatment without discuss-

ing the situation with your doctor. Unless you tell them, they are probably unaware of everything else going on in the bigger 

picture of your life. They are there to help you. 

Sometimes, less is more, but it may be difficult for others who want the best for you to understand your needs. If it’s difficult to 

talk with family or medical providers about your changing needs, having an advocate as part of your team can be helpful. 

Beth Fuller, BSW, CMC  

TLC Coordination & Advocacy  

Sometimes Less is More.  

Sometimes less is more. You don’t have to be perfect. Quality of life is important. 

We want the best for the people we care for. We try to ensure they have good food, a comfortable 

home, activities to stimulate their mind, and that all their medical needs are addressed by their  

doctors. That’s true whether we are caring for our kids, our parents or other loved ones. 





Zack & Schmitz, PLC 

Sense and Sensibility with Annuities 

In her 1811 novel, Sense and Sensibility, Jane Austen, wrote, “If you 

observe, people always live forever when there is an annuity to be 

paid them . . . An annuity is a very serious business; it comes over 

and over every year, and there is no getting rid of it.” 

Jane Austen related this belief in the early 19th century.  Probably 

the viewpoint was based on observation.  Today, we know that 

people who have an annuity – guaranteed lifetime income – live 

longer and are happier than those who don’t.  Several studies have 

been reported showing greater happiness and longevity when  

people are freed from having to worry about whether they would 

outlive their money.  I won’t go into those studies now, but if you 

are interested, call, and I will direct you to the research. 

Annuities are insurance products that offer guarantees.  There are 

several types, but they basically fall into two categories:  deferred 

and immediate.  Deferred annuities are usually insurance products 

into which you place money, sometimes a lump sum and  

sometimes a series of payments.  The funds will receive a  

guaranteed interest rate over a specified time.  That time period 

can be one year, two, five, ten, or any number of years.  There is 

usually a surrender period of several years during which the  

investor will lose a percentage as a penalty for early withdrawal.  

Often there are exceptions to the penalties. 

Significant advantages of deferred annuities are the guaranteed 

interest rate and the fact that the interest is not taxed until  

withdrawal.  And these annuities can be purchased with non-

qualified money or qualified funds as in an IRA, depending on the 

product.  Deferred annuities are often seen as a substitute for CDs.  

But they usually offer higher interest and tax-deferred growth, 

setting them apart. 

The immediate annuity is different.  This usually requires one  

payment that will immediately (within one year) provide guaran-

teed income for a period of time.  The period of time can be several 

years to a lifetime.  There are several variations of distribution 

methods, and sometimes there are opportunities for the return of 

the initial investment, or a portion of it, in the event of the  

annuitant’s death.  Sometimes, payments will continue for a period 

of time after the annuitant’s death. 

The highest payments will come from an annuity paid out over  

lifetime without a death benefit.  For example, if a 70-year-old pays 

$200,000 for a Single Premium Immediate Annuity (SPIA), it may 

pay, say $1500/month for life. This person will have been paid the 

entire amount in a little over 11 years, at age 81.  The guaranteed 

payments will continue until death.  If that person lives till 95, he 

will have collected an additional $252,000 or a total of $452,000 

over a lifetime from the initial $200,000.  If however, he had died 

after the first payment, none of the money would go to heirs. 

That same annuity can be purchased in a way that would provide 

lower monthly payments but provide money for heirs in the form of 

a death benefit. 

Sometimes annuities are criticized because they are so unforgiving.  

But overall, there is no better way to pay yourself for retirement.  

Most people are aware of annuities that come from sources other 

than insurance companies.  Social security is an annuity, as are  

defined-benefit pensions.  Both provide guaranteed lifetime  

income. Social Security is backed by the government to keep its 

promises.  Insurance companies back the payments from their  

annuities. 

So why do annuities help you to live longer and be happier?  I have 

several clients who do not have defined benefit pensions, and they 

receive small social security checks.  They often have accumulated a 

large amount of money, usually in an IRA.  But they don’t want to 

spend money because they are afraid of running out.  Or they are 

fearful of another stock market crash. For whatever reason, they 

live in constant anxiety over their money situation. 

Without guaranteed lifetime income, unless you have  

extraordinarily great wealth, you can always run out of money.  

Your money is often vulnerable to stock market fluctuations. With 

an insurance company’s annuity, you can create your lifetime  

pension.  Then you can be sure not to outlive your money, and you 

will likely be happier and live longer. 

Zack & Schmitz, PLC is a law firm providing legal services in elder law, probate, and estate planning. Questions or comments?  Contact the Zack & 

Schmitz, PLC Law Firm at 520/ 664-3420 (office) or visit TucsonEstatePlanning.com     

©2019 Zack & Schmitz, PLC 4400 East Broadway Blvd, Suite 307, Tucson, AZ 85711 







There is Nothing Like Home 

Medical house calls also appeal to  patients that are too sick to drive 

to the doctor’s office; or patients who fear  getting sick while sitting 

in a waiting room full of germs; or  patients that don’t want to face 

the traffic that ensues while driving to the doctor’s office. 

Home visits allow for a more one-on-one relationship with your pro-

vider. 

Why not be seen in the comfort of your own home for the same 

cost? 

A provider that is totally committed to treating patients in their own 

home. 

A provider that has worked in the community for 20 years. 

A provider that understands all the obstacles of living in your own 

home after a serious illness or injury. 

A provider who has a wonderful network of community  

agencies to assist with your care if needed. 

Home Medical Care L.L.C. is a house calls practice that is owned and 

operated by an adult geriatric nurse practitioner who has been treat-

ing patients in their homes for 25 years. Over the past 25 years, it 

became more and more obvious that patients should not have to ne-

glect their medical needs just because they cannot get to their doc-

tor’s office. 

Having a house calls provider allows patients  more flexibility with 

their medical needs. 

Patients no longer have to worry about transportation, or not  

feeling well enough to make an appointment, or having a love one to 

take off work to bring them to a doctor’s office. 

“Let me help 

you with           

your hospice 

needs” 



Essential Information About Being Power of Attorney 

One of the most worrying things about looking after elderly family members is money. It is not something that you  

immediately think of when you become the main carer of a loved one because you are concerned first and foremost with their 

health and well being, not to mention figuring out how to cope with looking after what is essentially a dependent as well as 

living your own life. Money does eventually prove to be a pressing issue because your elderly relative will most likely be  

unable to physically sort out their own affairs and finances, or mentally be unfit to do so. Either way, you will almost certainly 

become responsible for their money as well as their health. 

In order to take care of an elderly relative's financial affairs, you will first need to apply for and be granted power of attorney. 

In this day and age of fraud and security issues, privacy laws are such that no one individual can interfere in the financial 

affairs of another unless they have the express permission by the individual in some way, shape or form. If you do need  

regular access to their finances then you will need power of attorney. It is legally binding and, although it is dependent on the 

individual's permission because he or she remains the legal owner of any assets, grants unlimited access to their affairs. In 

effect, it gives you the ability to run their finances for them. 

There are essentially two types of power of attorney, ordinary and enduring. The ordinary power of attorney limits your access 

because it stipulates the matters that you can actually control. For example, your elderly relative may only allow you to sort 

out bills for them. It is also commonly used when an individual is unable to manage their affairs for a set period of time.  

Someone may go abroad or have to go into hospital. Whilst they are away and thus unable to attend to their financial affairs 

than another nominated person may do it for them. The fact that this is for a set period of time means that it will inevitably 

expire and thus is not a good option for elderly individuals who may permanently be unable to take care of their finances. In 

any case, and ordinary power of attorney will automatically be revoked if the donor (the named individual that the power of 

attorney relates to) becomes mentally unfit to cope with his or her financial affairs. 

An enduring power of attorney, on the other hand, grants you access to every aspect of their assets. You can effectively run 

their finances, govern their property and do pretty much as you please with everything they own. As a result, this requires a 

lot of trust on the part of your relative and you must feel that you are up to the job before accepting the power of attorney. It 

can actually be established at any time, even if the elderly individual in question is still capable of running his or her affairs, but 

it does continue if mental capacity is diminished. 

It is a huge responsibility to be put in charge of somebody else's financial affairs, especially if the individual in question is also 

under your care. It can cause a lot of stress for you, especially when you are getting to grips with it all. You must go to a lawyer 

to establish the power of attorney in the first place, and so he or she may be able to advise you on where to begin. 





How to Make a Slushie 

Blender Slushie Ingredients 

1 cup sugar 

2 cups water 

2 cups ice 

1 1/2 teaspoons flavored extract 

5 to 10 drops food coloring 

Instructions 

Dissolve 1 cup sugar in 4 cups water. Pour the sugar and water 

into a bowl and stir the mixture until the sugar is no longer visi-

ble. This way your slushie won't taste grainy after it freezes. 

In place of the sugar and water combination, you can use 4 cups 

of your favorite drink. Try making a slushie out of any type of 

soda, fruit juice, chocolate milk, and even coffee! 

Mix in flavored extract and food coloring. You need 1 1/2 tea-

spoons extract and 5 to 10 drops of food coloring. Taste the mix-

ture and add more or less according to your preference. 

If you want a creamy slushie, stir in a tablespoon or two of 

cream. This pairs especially well with orange or vanilla extract. 

To make it a little fancier, try adding a tablespoon of fresh lemon 

juice and a teaspoon of lemon zest. 

Pour the mixture into a shallow baking dish. The sides should be 

a few inches high so the liquid won't spill out. 

Cover the dish with plastic wrap. You could also use a lid if your 

dish comes with one. 

Freeze the mixture for 2 hours, stirring every 30 minutes. Each 

time you stir, you'll break up the frozen ice that has formed. 

Over time this creates the classic slushie texture. After doing this 

for about 3 hours, your slushie should be just right. 

Scoop the slushie mixture into glasses. You'll have enough for 

two large or four small slushies. Enjoy your delicious concoction. 

Source: https://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Slushie  






